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                                                   Abstract: 

 

 

Although Teenage insurgency is one of the major and recurrent themes which have their 

firm ground particularly in young adult literature. Surprisingly yet, it did not receive enough 

attention or has been taken seriously by researchers and critics. Young adult literature has 

insurgency as a major theme mainly due to the reason that most adult readers feel related to it. 

In addition that to the fact that adolescent insurgency is a complex theme that possesses many 

ulterior levels and is connected to various literary theories. The current research is a 

psychoanalytic study of John Green’s most controversial young adult novel Looking for Alaska. 

Besides that it seeks to examine the causes and consequences of teenage insurgency in the 

novel. It centers on the idea that adolescent insurgency and personality construction are 

interchangeably related. The following assumptions are to form the basis for our study. The 

first assumption is that teenage insurgency has causes, which are mainly related to the 

psychology and cognitive development of the adolescents. The second assumption is that 

Adolescent insurgency has a significant impact on the adolescents both on the psychological 

side and the side of personality development and construction. We may say, in brief, that 

relying on a number of concepts in psychoanalysis; our research indicates that personality 

construction in adolescents is closely related to insurgency. 

 

Keywords: Teenage insurgency, Psychoanalytic theory, Looking For Alaska, Personality 

construction.
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Résumé: 

 

Bien que l'insurrection adolescente soit l'un des thèmes majeurs et récurrents qui ont leur 

terre ferme en particulier dans la littérature pour jeunes adultes. Étonnamment encore, il n'a pas 

reçu suffisamment d'attention ou a même été pris au sérieux par les chercheurs et les critiques. 

La littérature pour jeunes adultes a l'insurrection comme thème majeur principalement pour la 

raison que la plupart des lecteurs adultes se sentent liés à elle. En plus du fait que l'insurrection 

des adolescents est un thème complexe qui possède de nombreux niveaux cachés et est connecté 

à diverses théories littéraires. La recherche actuelle est une étude psychanalytique du roman pour 

jeunes adultes le plus controversé de John Green, Looking for Alaska. En plus de cela, il cherche 

à examiner les causes et les conséquences de l'insurrection des adolescents dans le roman. Il se 

concentre sur l'idée que l'insurrection des adolescents et la construction de la personnalité sont 

indifféremment liées. Les hypothèses suivantes doivent constituer la base de notre étude. La 

première hypothèse est que l'insurrection chez les adolescentes a des causes, qui sont 

principalement liées à la psychologie et au développement cognitif des adolescents. La deuxième 

hypothèse est que l'insurrection des adolescents a un impact significatif sur les adolescents à la 

fois du côté psychologique et du côté du développement et de la construction de la personnalité. 

Nous pouvons dire en bref que s'appuyant sur un certain nombre de concepts en psychanalyse, 

notre recherche indique que la construction de la personnalité chez les adolescents est 

étroitement liée à l'insurrection. 

Mots clé : littérature du jeunesse, Qui-es Tu Alaska, la théorie psychanalytique, Construction 

de la personnalit
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على الرغم من أن تمرد المراهقين هو أحد الموضوعات الرئيسية والمتكررة التي لها أرضية ثابتة خاصة في أدب 

لدهشة مرة أخرى أنها لم تحظ باهتمام كاٍف أو حتى تم أخذها على محمل الجد من قبل الباحثين والنقاد. أدب الشباب. والمثير ل

اليافعين يعتبر التمرد موضوًعا رئيسيًا في المقام األول للسبب الذي يجعل معظم القراء البالغين يشعرون باالرتباط به. باإلضافة 

قد له العديد من المستويات الخفية ومرتبط بنظريات أدبية مختلفة. البحث الحالي إلى أن انتفاضة المراهقين هي موضوع مع

عبارة عن دراسة تحليلية نفسية لرواية جون جرين األكثر إثارة للجدل للشباب البالغين ، البحث عن أالسكا. باإلضافة إلى ذلك ، 

على فكرة أن انتفاضة المراهقين وبناء الشخصية يسعى إلى دراسة أسباب ونتائج انتفاضة المراهقين في الرواية. يركز 

مترابطان. يجب أن تشكل الفرضيات التالية أساس دراستنا. الفرضية األولى هي أن تمرد المراهقين له أسباب تتعلق أساًسا بعلم 

من الناحية النفسية  النفس والنمو المعرفي للمراهقين. الفرضية الثانية هي أن تمرد المراهقين له تأثير كبير على المراهقين

وعلى جانب تنمية الشخصية وبناءها. يمكننا القول باختصار أنه باالعتماد على عدد من المفاهيم في التحليل النفسي ، يشير 

تعد رواية جون جرين الشهيرة للشباب البالغ "البحث  .بحثنا إلى أن بناء الشخصية لدى المراهقين يرتبط ارتباًطا وثيقًا بالتمرد

السكا" مثااًل رئيسيًا على التفكير في موضوع تمرد المراهقين. وبالتالي؛ تهدف هذه الدراسة إلى تحليل هذه الرواية لعرض عن أ

 .موضوع تمرد المراهقين وفق نظرية التحليل النفسي

 

 ، البحث عن أالسكا ، نظرية التحليل النفسي ، بناء الشخص اليافعينأدب  : الكلمات المفتاحية
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                                           General Introduction 

 

Young adult literature is a literary form that has very often been mistakenly associated 

with children’s literature and has not been taken quite seriously like other forms of literature. 

This might have been somehow true of the genre especially at its beginnings when most of the 

works targeted children in the first decade of their ages as a result the ideas were kept plain and 

simple. 

It was only when this literary form began to draw widespread attention that it gradually 

grew up in scale. Also the themes, ideas and the topics that it covered became more mature that 

it attained literary relevance equivalent to works of fine quality. This is especially when the term 

young adult novel appeared in a dominating way in order to classify works of literature that deal 

with the issues that concern young adults and adolescence in general. Among the young adult 

novels, one can mention Jenny Hann’s To All the Boys I Loved Before, J.D Salinger’s iconic 

novel Catcher in the Rye and John Green’s looking For Alaska, which is the topic of this 

research.  

Many studies have been done on young adult novels for the purpose of setting a proper 

study on given themes such as feminism; however, it did not usually cover many crucial topics 

or dealt with the genre as too plain to worth a proper investigation or a literary study. Another 

common misconception about young adult literature is that the genre’s production is only 

restricted to teenager’s coming out of age issues or their daily routine at school; however, other 

significant forms of YA novels flourished well in the last two decades. These forms attract a 

wide category of readers, since they mostly cover the inner struggle that young adults go 

through such as Jay Asher’s 13 Reasons why, which deals with serious themes that are usually 
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found in adults’ literature such as suicide, depression, mental health issues, self esteem, and 

sexual orientation. It can be added that, in the last few years most notably the 2010’s, the young 

adult novel found success with the rise of many relevant themes such as depression, mental 

illnesses and adolescent insurgency. Thus, it is true to say that the young adult novel is tightly 

related to many crucial themes and those themes by their turn showed a deep connection to 

psychology.  

 In order to give a better outlook on young adult literature, this study investigates the 

theme of adolescent insurgency. Adolescent insurgency is a major theme in Young adult 

literature that illustrates the adventures, traits and ethics, emotional crisis and breakdowns, 

mental health issues, and the rebellion of adolescence against the rules. After a close reading of 

John Green’s novel Looking For Alaska, we noticed its relevance to the theme and aims of this 

research. In Looking For Alaska, the theme of adolescent insurgency is quite dominant that the 

novel deserves special examination relying on a number of concepts developed in 

psychoanalysis. 

The rise of the young adult genre in literature gave young adults and adolescence a wide 

space of importance among scholars. This study relies on articles and books that discuss the 

young adult books such as Worchel, Stephen, Joel Cooper, and George R. Goethals’s 

Understanding Social Psychology, Gordon W. Allport’s Personality: A Psychological 

Interpretation, Laureson and Swingewood’s The Sociology of literature, which revealed how 

literature mirrors sociological elements including social behaviors of given characters. Kanopa 

in his Requirements for Healthy Development of Adolescent Youth pointed how moral issues, 

frustration, peer pressure, crisis adjustments were necessary in this kind of novels. Kanopa also 

believed that the examination of teens’ behaviors and their attitudes towards obstacles they may 

face are key factor to understanding a given novel that is centered on adolescents. In Looking 
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for Alaska, adolescence as a theme seems to be related to a crucial transfer that characters 

experience. 

As a result, this study aims to to answer the following questions: How the theme of 

teenage insurgency is represented in John Green’s Looking for Alaska? What are the causes of 

teenage insurgency in the novel? What is the impact of teenage insurgency on the characters? 

Our thesis is divided into three chapters. The first chapter makes a bird’s eye view on the 

development of the Young Adult literature as a genre; it also tackles adolescence insurgency as 

a major theme in this literature. The second chapter is more practical as it further investigates 

the theme of teenage insurgency and its causes through a psychoanalytic analysis of the main 

characters in John Green’s novel Looking for Alaska. The third chapter will ultimately explore 

the consequences of teenage insurgency emphasizing its role in shaping the characters’ 

personality. 
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Chapter One 

  Insurgency and Young Adult Literature: Development, Causes and Effects 

 

Introduction 

 

Although, insurgency is one of the most recurrent and widely discussed themes in many 

literary works of different genres, teenage insurgency, in particular, is a theme which is closely 

related to young adult literature more than any other genre. Our task in the present chapter is to 

provide a bird’s eyes view on young adult literature and its development and also to shed light on 

teenage insurgency as a concept and also as a subject in literature. Yet, Our main focus of 

interest is to explore the main reasons of teenage insurgency and its effects on personality.  

 

1. Young Adult literature: Beginnings and Development 

 

 

The term Young adult literature refers to the body of texts, mostly novels that deal with 

teens or younger people in their early twenties. The plot usually revolves around this teen’s solo 

quest. These quests may take many forms such as saving the world, especially in fiction, 

achieving childhood dreams, overcoming psychological hardships, and even finding true identity 

(lamb 25). 

Tracing back young adult genre or as it is known between fans YA as short cut; one may 

notice that there exists hundreds of literary works that revolve around teens and their quests. 

Some older works such as the famous novel Treasure Island by Robert Stevenson which 
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astonishingly made its appearance in 1832, the writers at that time were obliged to Include 

other adult characters in order to please readers and prevent any controversial views towards 

their writing due the fact that young characters at that time were taken with disdain by readers 

(Dunning 31). However, the rise of the teenage character was task of baby steps. Some works 

that included teenage characters and received a considerable success had paved the way for 

young adult genre to take the form it earned nowadays (Dunning 32). Works such as Treasure 

Island are indeed a most fine example that illustrates how a well received work of literature that 

included a teenage character as a character had helped a great deal in implementing the idea that 

teenagers in literature should not look upon with disdain. In fact, the authors understood very 

well that the audience at that time was not fully ready to accept that a teenage character would 

be the protagonist of a novel with quite deep and complex themes.  

 

             As a matter of fact, young adult literature developed through the years and 

transmitted from a quite unknown and not so often tackled into a quite promising genre that 

attains a massive interest from readers (Waldman 57). 

 

As a matter of fact, young adult literature witnessed a development from being little used 

into becoming a massive literary genre that earned a wide audience around the world. In western 

literature in general and the American specifically, the solid launch of this genre started with the 

out breaking success of the catcher in the Rye by J.D Salinger (Boorstin 47). This novel was 

quite land marking for the genre because it received a high praise in time when the dominant 

genre was related to the war novels. Based on its narration, success, and the way Salinger tackled 

the issues of teens in the novel, many other   writers followed his lead and delivered master piece 

literary works that were based on teenagers such as the famous novel Slaughter House. As a 

result, young adult genre blossomed and the audience appeared to be more eager for such kind of 

novels (Boorstin 48)
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However, the one truth that should be illustrated is that all these novels were written by 

authors who saw far less of war’s horror, than J.D. Salinger did (this is what historians had 

confirmed). In fact, what makes Salinger a most influencing author that uplifted this genre 

with his novel lays in the fact that he was on Utah Beach on D-Day, and at the Battle of the 

Bulge and he was one of the first Americans to enter a liberated concentration camp. 

However, astonishingly, Salinger turned home and wrote not about war, but about Holden 

Caulfield; a troublesome teenager who escapes his boarding school and witnesses many 

adventures around New York City (Boyd 28). To consider that the stakes are not high in this 

novel is to say the least about it; however, Salinger well knew the cruel and fake world of 

adults doesn’t just treat people like Holden Caulfield had believed in his teenage mind.
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In this novel, Salinger did not only help young adult fiction to gain an international attention, but 

he also came up with any literary techniques that would later on become the base stone of this 

genre (Boyd 30). After Salinger’s amazing success that turned not only American literature 

upside down but had also affected world literature, the term "young adult" was coined by the 

Young Adult Library Services Association a decade later during the 1960s to represent the 12-18 

age range (Cialdini 19). During that period of time, young adult genre was presented by many 

crucial and outstanding works such as S. E. Hinton's The Outsider which is a novel that offered a 

mature contemporary realism that targeted teenage audiences. The massive attention to serious 

themes in young adult novels such as young love; constructing one’s personality and dealing 

with complex emotions had paved the way for authors to write with more candor about 

adolescence and their issues in the 1970’s (Doerr 34) 

As a matter of fact, it appears that the first golden age was associated with authors who 

published their works in the 1970’s such as Judy Blume, Lois Duncan, and Robert Cormier. The 

main feature of young adult books of the 1970s was centered on high school experience and the 

drama of being misunderstood and the dilemma of expressing one’s feelings that may confuse 

adults. Books like Cormier's The Chocolate War brought a literary sense to books that were 

directed towards adolescence. However, there was a slight withdrawn in success considering this 

category (young adults), because there was a commotion in the novels that were categorized as 

young adult genre in that time (Fuller 47). Undoubtedly, the fact that so many young adult works 

appeared at once while all of its themes, ideas, and issues were almost the same made the genre 

looks like it had lost its authenticity. As a result, most of these books devolved into "single-

problem novels" and the plot never surprised the audiences anymore (Benededictus 42). 

Themes like parents ‘divorce, drug abuse, bullies in high school...etc were so repetitive that 

teens grew tired of the formulaic stories (Benededictus 44). 

 However, the 1980s witnessed a form of renewing; this era welcomed in more genre fiction 
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and opened up the door for many other themes to be a part of young adult literature genres such 

as the theme of paranormal activities and horror. Those themes are quite popular among young 

adult literature readers such as in the works of Christopher Pike and the beginning of R.L. Stine's 

Fear Street series, and adolescent high drama a la Sweet Valley High (Lyn & Mclean 64).  

As for the 1990’s, young adult books took the form of an eclipse and the quantity of the 

works that tackled the genre appeared to be in much less rate then it was in the previous decades 

for multiple reasons such as the fact that the audience were less enthusiastic to read, and the 

authors did not come up with extraordinary works that matched the quality of previous works 

(Hunt 14). In fact, the famous scholar Cart confirmed “With fewer teenagers around to soak up 

young adult literature due to low birth rates in the mid-1980s, books for teens and middle school 

children were less popular than ever” (Cart 24). However, Carter admitted that a baby boom in 

1992 resulted in a renaissance among teen readers and the second golden age beginning in 2000 

(Cart 25). 

As a matter of fact many scholars supported Carter’s claims such as the famous scholar 

Ericsson who believed that the year 2000 marked a real golden age for the young adult genre. 

The genre bloomed like never before, due to many reasons. The improvement of the content was 

generally one of the main reasons that led the genre into blossoming like never before. Authors of 

young adult literature revolutionized their styles.  

They employed literary techniques that were never used before with YA genre or were 

neglected on purpose (27). Furthermore, the authors no longer consider that they were targeting 

an audience of a young Ericsson age and must make their ideas plain. On the contrary, they 

implemented complex ideas and even deep philosophical thoughts within their content for they 

understood that their audience grew bigger and included readers from different age categories 

and not just adolescents. In addition to that, the authors opt to express these complex ideas in a 

simple and plain language for a significant purpose (Hunt 71). In fact, they made their writing 
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styles quite often match teenager’s way of speech during that time and prevented themselves 

using pretentious vocabulary or academic language. The main reason for authors to assimilate 

teens’ way of speech and includes real teen themes that are relevant to the epoch was because 

they understood that most of adolescents feel repulsive from academic language and outdated 

themes. Thus, they paid little attention to literary works that did not (Swingwood34). 

All these changes made by the authors made the genre grow wildly famous amongst readers. A 

fine example that may illustrate this matter lays in many successful series that marked the years 

2000’s such as: Percy Jackson and the Olympians, by Rick Riordan. In addition to improving the 

content, the successful promotion to young adult genre is considered to be a significant reason 

(Boden 51). Many sources such as movies, commercials, plays in theaters, cultural events, and 

even video games that their plot, characters, or flow of events were based on a given YA book 

had contributed in spreading this genre among audiences (Brooks 71). As an example, after the 

success of the first movie adaptation for the famous series Harry Potter, the books fan base 

increased massively. Millions of copies were sold and the book had been translated into over 

than 40 languages. It is true that the first book Harry Potter and the Philosophers’ Stone were 

popular before the appearance of the first movie (Constance 64). However, the numbers of the 

readers before the success of the movie and after it is unlikely to be compared, for the number of 

the readers after the movie had increased massively. Another example lays on the famous video 

game Dark Horse which most of its events and characters were based on the famous novel Dune, 

By Frank Herbert. Despite the fact that the novel was beautifully written, it did not find its way 

into a massive number of audiences until the video game was released and the fans of Dark 

Horse were very fond of the game that they decided to read the books as well (Campbell 112). 

Not only did the series gained a massive attention from young readers, but also from 

readers                                     of all ages and the genre became the talk of the hour.  
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Another reason for the blooming of YA genre lays in the authors’ ability to create a new 

form of communication with the readers (Cockrell 29). Whether in indirect way, through their 

book via using first person narration technique in order to make the reader feel a bit closer to the 

author or in a direct and that is done through taking an advantage of the technological 

development such as using social media platforms to influence their readers, react with them, 

and even answering their personal questions. A good example for this direct communication lays 

in John Green the author of Looking for Alaska, which is our topic of discussion in this research. 

     Green used social media frequently such as his twitter account to influence his readers 

(Freitas& Smith 114). This interaction earned Green a massive attention from his audience and 

promoted to his works, for they witnessed a gigantic success. In fact, creating a form of 

communication with the readers is almost an exclusive quality of young adult genre (Greene 89). 

Despite having different readers of all ages; authors of this genre understood well that a wide 

category of readers are in a crucial phase in their lives and understanding their psychology is a 

key point in order to gain their trust and dedication to the genre in general and their books in a 

specific way (Owen44). 

The last decade was the decade of YA genre with excellence. That was not just because of 

the many works that all appeared at once or the modernity it brought to the world of literature 

and the controversial and bold ideas they tackled as a main theme, but also because of their fine 

literary quality (that means they are very well written). Many series marked this decade such as 

Throne of Glass by Sarah J.Mass, Divergent by Veronica Roth, and Suzanne Collins’s famous 

Hunger Games series that were considered to be extremely good works of literature and 

contributed in making the genre quite popular. 
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Being on the best selling list and the prestigious awards that these books had earned is but a 

proof of their good quality (Ganeri 44). In addition to books in the form of series, there were 

some significant novels that made YA quite famous during this decade due to the impact they left 

not just on literature, but on readers as well such as John Green’s The Fault in Our Stars, and 

Colin Hoover’s It Ends With US. All in all, it is not a mistake that young adult genre is a genre 

that came a long way and found its proper place quite intensively through the years (Owen 57). 

 

I- The theme of Insurgency and its interrelationship with Young 

Adult Literature and Psychology: 

 

Insurgency was commonly addressed in so many literary works, such as in most of Charles 

Bukawsky's books; Post Office seems to be a good example and so are Frank Herbert's Dune, 

Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse Five, William Golding's Lord of the Flies, Mark Twain's Tom 

Sawyer, and Leigh Bardugo's Six of Crows...etc. In actuality, the books that were used as 

examples are only a small sample of the many literary works that dealt with the issue of 

insurgency. As an example, each of these books belongs to a specific literary genre. Lord of the 

Flies is a well-known YA literature, while Dune is a science fiction classic. Despite its 

popularity in a variety of literary genres, insurgency is the most well-known theme in young 

adult fiction. Because this genre focuses on adolescence and young adults as key characters, it is 

common for these characters to have rebellious personalities (Feist 33-36). In fact, in 

psychology, the topic of adolescent insurgency has sparked a lot of attention. 

YA characters who demonstrate insurgency, according to renowned researcher Jonathan 

Nadlman, are not as uncommon as many people suppose (Nadlman 14). He believes that those 

characters see insurgency as a means of entering the next stage of their lives, IE Puberty and the 

transformation from little children to young adults, for example, necessitates an adventure. As a 
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result, they resist and maybe disobey the rules in order to reinforce the impression that they are a 

part of something bigger that their opinions should be taken seriously by adults and that the 

misery and joy they experience are real and not immature sensations that can be easily forgotten 

(Nadlman 19). 

The well known scholar Alison Armenstrong illustrated Nadlman's understanding in a much 

plainer way by introducing his example on the famous novel Camelot (which many consider a 

young adult novel), he noted that insurgency within character is translated with the development 

from one stage to another, it is a transformation we see in Camelot when pages who only clean 

swords and brush horses become knights, which means that they want a higher statue than they 

had before, they want experiences, they want to fight in battles, they really like to fall in love, 

and they will no longer settle for cleaning swords (Armenstrong 34). 

While adolescence and the idea of insurgency appear to be closely linked, there are several 

misunderstandings concerning this point, particularly in young adult literature that really need be 

explained. As the central theme in many well-known YA novels including the subject of this 

study Looking for Alaska, this may lead to a number of reasonable questions such as, is it 

necessary to relate a genuine adolescent experience with promiscuity in a literary work? Is it 

necessary for the main characters (usually teens) to be rebellious in order to be important in the 

story? In reality, the full range of adolescent behavior should be investigated. According to 

scholar Xuan Fan Loo, there are several misconceptions about the typical teenage insurgency as 

depicted in various works of literature (14). 

Furthermore, we must recognize that, in addition to being linked to other issues such as 

feminism, this theme is also linked to psychology and mental health as major contributors to teen 

insurgency. To respond to these questions, one must attempt to describe the variety of teenage 

attitude in order to persuade the majority of young adult genre audiences to accept teenagers in a 

specific literary work for whom they decided to be (Xuan 17). As obscure as this issue may 
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appear, the truth is that there is a large group of readers who regard insurgency as a secondary 

theme that has no impact on a character's identity. 

Insurgency on the other hand, should be regarded seriously because it impacts the tale as 

much as any other subject (Kanopa 29). Teenage insurgency is, in fact, proof that those teenagers 

are going through a stage in which they are forming their identities, personalities, and the force of 

their will independently of external factors such as family, social conventions, religious rules, 

and so on (Kanopa 31). 

In general, teenage insurgency is tackled in young adult literary works for two main reasons 

on which we should base our investigations: psychological and mental elements. Adolescence 

appears to be a psychological balancing act between the desire to stand up and the need to hide 

(the character forming its own unique personality) and the need to belong (the character wishing 

to be  part of a group of people who share his or her ambitions, dreams, and outlook on life) 

(Allport 61). On a psychological level, teenage characters that display insurgency in the YA 

genre appear to fight between keeping their image in their particular group (be it their friends, for 

example) and their need to stand out and establish their own unique personalities (Allport 75). 

The work of the German psychoanalyst Erick Erikson may serve this research. Most 

adolescent crises, according to Erickson (and it is always a major crisis in young adult literature) 

exist in the intersection of identity and role confusion. In other words, it is their technique of 

forming their identities that is in contrast with the expectations of others. Peer pressure, family 

pressure, and teenagers’ social status all encourage high expectations for them about what roles 

they should play. As a result, Erickson sees this collision as confusing and verifies that there is 

more to growing up on a Psychological level. Any teen who has left the safe zone of childhood 

and reached the vital time of developing into an adult will find that being an adolescent is a 

mentally tough task (Erikson 28- 35). 
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Because people change throughout their lives, psychology now regards adolescent    

psychological development as a lifelong process. Based on Erickson's study, the renowned 

academic Piaget contributed to the establishment of a useful framework for thinking about initial 

stages. Piaget emphasized that adolescence is marked by numerous physical changes in the body 

and brain, as well as sex hormones, growing independence, and a strong desire to belong to a 

specific social group (to clarify the concept of social groups, consider the following example: in 

school, for example, there are many clubs and groups that bring together teens who share a 

common interest, such as poetry clubs) (Erikson 39). 

Furthermore, Piaget felt that teenagers re-examine their personalities by experimenting with 

new roles to learn how to fit in and stand out. Insurgency is one approach to make a statement. 

According to Piaget's theory, teenage insurgency might be linked to teens' psychological 

challenges and the confusion between establishing their roles and forming their identities. As a 

result, it is not incorrect to assert that insurgency does not always reflect characters' desire to be 

evil, damage others, or even become villains; rather, it is a psychological crisis expressed as a 

domestic rebellion.(42) 

Another big talking point that may be addressed in young adult literature is abnormalities 

that a person may encounter throughout his life, resulting in ambiguity in his psychological 

development as a result of his age (51). We may use Erickson's example to illustrate this concept. 

Erickson felt that a teen's personality influences how they communicate their feelings, ideas, and 

even how they grow up into adulthood. Personality type is one of the factors to consider 

(introverted or extroverted, early childhood traumas, as well as mental efficiency (since there are 

teens with social intelligence, teens with emotional intelligence, and so on) are all factors to 

consider (73). Those variables may create a delay in a person entering adolescence and leaving 

childhood, or on the other hand, they may keep him bound in this era for many years of his life, 

even after he has passed his twenties. 
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Dr. Jordan Peterson defined adolescence as being between the ages of 13 and 22, 

with the possibility of going up to 24 depending on the person's personality, entourage, 

and the society in which he lives. However, Erickson discovered that some people 

enter adolescence at a later age than others and this can be found in many works of 

literature. 

In another situation, a character may indicate a wish to remain in adolescence for 

an extended period of time, which is reflected in the psyche of the character.  

As it turns out, psychology has a significant role in teen’s behavior and emotions 

including insurgency. However, it is not the only aspect that can be used to show and 

explain why teenagers rebel.  

 Aside from the fact that teenage insurgency is linked to psychology as an 

important element we may also consider the mental factor to be important      (Turrell& 

Bell 14-19 check the way you cite ). Until recently, experts believed that a child's brain 

development was      complete by the time he or she was four or five years old. They did 

observe; however, that the teenage brain does not always function like an adult's. When 

compared to an adult's brain, they determined that the area responsible for 

consciousness in a teen's brain is premature. This fact could explain why teenagers 

don't think about the consequences of their acts because they aren't yet aware of them. 

Furthermore, several hormones function at their peak throughout adolescence compared 

to their functionality in later life stages in a person's life. 

Some mental diseases cause teenagers to act out in unusual ways, such as 

rebelling or becoming insurgents. Many examples of this may be seen in literary works 

and the YA category such as in John Green's Turtles all the way down, where the main 

character suffers from OCD (an obsession and compulsive disorder that causes great 
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worry and tension and drives a person to act in impulsive, uncontrollable ways.) This 

mental illness causes the protagonist to rebel in numerous situations throughout the 

narrative and it appears that her insurgency was not something she was conscious of or 

could even manage (Wolfe, Jaffe, & Crooks 55). 

Without a doubt, adolescence insurgency as a literary theme is pretty unusual. 

Understanding it necessitates looking beyond the text's literary techniques or shape. 

Because literature is a reflection of real life, it's always important to remember that 

Psychology and mental health were the most important components in portraying teen   

insurgency as a complicated issue in the young adult genre (Allport 29). 

 

2. Theoretical part 

 

This study will depend mainly on psychoanalysis; the main reason for such a choice lays in 

the fact that the concept of insurgency itself is by all means highly related to the psychoanalytic 

method. Furthermore, it is quite evident that the study must be based on given psychoanalytical 

theories. In fact, the main propose casting the light on the main adolescent characters and 

investigating the sense of adolescent insurgency within their behaviors and thoughts in the novel. 

 Giving the fact that the novel is based on three main characters, there will be three main 

psychoanalytical theories. Each theory will be related to a character, for that character had shown 

a set of behaviors and ideas that manifest to that given theory. In literary works, the predictions 

and the explanations that a given psychoanalytical theory helps to create can also help the 

literary studies by providing reasons into problems, themes, ideas that hither to have not been 

investigated, a good example: adolescent insurgency is a theme that was not investigated yet in 

the famous novel Looking for Alaska. Moreover, those theories would help this study in 
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displaying what can be considered as critical in grasping the real life situations that are proposed 

very often in literary works such as Looking for Alaska. Furthermore, it aids in understanding 

how our analysis, understanding and knowledge of the context in the novel can explain certain 

characters’ behaviors and their point of views (Jacard and Jacob 55). 

Notably, each of these selected theories have its own basic ideas, assumptions, assertions, 

propositions, predictions, and tenets which make a common reference, or a rame that may be 

used while studying or analyzing this novel . Those theories can also help to craft a basis for 

searching for meaning and truth within the novel since, the theme of insurgency can be described 

as a key method of finding meaning and explain complex emotions of the confused adolescent 

characters (Glanz 10). The theories that this study will heavily depend on will attempt to provide 

a good analysis for the selected characters, as they would also attempt to reveal and insert the 

sense of insurgency in their behaviors. The cognitive theory of Jean Paul Piaget will help a great 

deal in revealing the main characters’strive for finding out about his potentials and how he can 

use them to attain and shape his personality in addition to that, this theory will help a great deal 

in the analysis of the protagonist’s identity construction (Opper 11). The second theory will be 

set based on the assumption that it will most significantly fit the character of Alaska young. 

In fact, it is a key element in psychoanalysis to relate the memories of childhood and the 

past experiences that were marked in the unconsciousness of a child with the analysis of a given 

behavior such as insurgency within a teenage character’s accommodations and reactions towards 

life (Salkind 21). The unique theory that stands for those allegations is no more than John 

Bowlby’s attachment theory. The attachment theory appears to compromise in a most prominent 

way with the character of Alaska Young. The theory of attachment will be most useful and 

helpful in analyzing the struggles of the character of Alaska and how her childhood had a huge 

impact on her adolescent rebellious character, it will also explain her psychological statue and 
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clarify many behaviors and decisions made by Alaska that appear obscure once we neglect the 

attachment theory (Salkind 21). 

In addition to the attachment theory, this study will also depend on Erikson’s psycho- social 

theory in order to analyze another main character who is Chip Martin. Erikson’s psycho-social 

theory is mainly based on seeing the impacts of a given character’s social relations, social 

behaviors, and the impact of the entourage that a given character is living in on its psychological 

state (Scheck 29). Thus, Erikson’s theory will be used to analyze the impact of Chip’s social 

background on his psychological state and that will be massively helpful in understanding and 

analyzing his rebellious behavior in the novel (Ravitch& Riggan 55). In fact, it is never a 

mistake to acknowledge that the concept of teenage insurgency and the psychoanalysis theory 

are highly related since, this concept appears to be highly attached to the interpretations of the 

psychological state of the novel’s teenage characters.Thus, Piaget’s cognitive theory, Bowlby’s 

attachment theory, and Erikson’s psycho-social theory are the most qualified psychoanalytical 

theories that seem to be quite suitable for the analysis of teenage insurgency of the characters of 

Miles, Alaska, and Chip (Neuman 55). 

 

Conclusion: 

 

This chapter tackles the beginnings and the development of young adult literature. It points 

to its roots that are related to some successful adolescent novels and then the widespread it gained 

by the late decades of the 20th 21st century. It also discusses the theme of insurgency in literature 

and how famous works of literature had promoted it. Furthermore, the chapter referred to the fact 

that the theme of insurgency is highly related to works that contain many adolescent characters 

which had led to the appearance of the term adolescent insurgency. In addition to that, the 
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chapter tackled the most important aspects that reinforce the theme of adolescent  insurgency. In 

fact, those aspects are mainly related to the Psychological and the mental state of teens. 

          Finally, the chapter illustrates that psychoanalysis is the best field that compromises 

with our study t. The theories which appear to be the most suitable to analyze the novel are 

Piaget’s, Ericson’s, and Bowlby’s. For those .
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Chapter Two 

                              Teenage Insurgency in Looking for Alaska  

 

Introduction: 

 

While the first chapter presents a detailed explanation of insurgency from different 

viewpoints; the second chapter; however, attempts to provide a further examination of teenage 

insurgency through analyzing John Green’s novel Looking for Alaska. Our initial task in this 

chapter is to define the causes of teenage insurgency within the novel relying on a number of 

theories developed in psychoanalysis. 

 

1. Looking for Alaska: General Overview 

 

Published in March 2005, Looking for Alaska was John Green’s first novel. According to 

Green, his drive to write the novel was to create meaningful young adult literature that would 

both entertain and instruct young adults. This is largely reflected in the fact that the novel was 

based on personal experiences he had at the Indian Spring School. Despite the characters and 

events being inspired by Green's life, the story itself is fictional (Barkdoll 12). The novel follows 

the experiences of Miles Halter, an introverted teenager with a literary obsession with last words 

of different historical figures. Inspired by the last words of the famous 18th century French poet, 

François Rabelais, “I go to seek a great perhaps”, Miles embarks on a journey of self-discovery 

by deciding to join a boarding school, consequently moving from Florida to Alabama. 

Upon its release, the novel was met with some antagonism perpetuated by a concern over 
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the depiction of adolescent life. The argument against the novel was moral and ethical. Critics 

were disturbed by the glorification of underage drinking, smoking, and sexual conducts between 

minors. Characters in the novel that no older than sixteen were repeatedly portrayed as partaking 

in such behaviors. Therefore, opponents believed that Green was encouraging teens who do not 

know any better to act defiantly by normalizing deviant behaviors. 

However, against all this fierce opposition, Looking for Alaska was widely praised by 

critics of the young adult genre and young adults themselves. 

What make Looking for Alaska more special is its unique style and the fact that John Green 

tackled many themes that are considered as challenges to the life of young teens. were narrated 

by the Protagonist Miles, also known as Pudge.  
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I- Teenage Insurgency in Looking for Alaska: 

 

Teenage insurgency is one of the most prominent themes in Looking for Alaska. The 

scholar Bill Walsh considered adolescent insurgency, or teenage rebellion, as a very important 

stage in the human development. Usually, adolescent insurgency is related to behaviors and 

actions exhibited by teens who seek to defy the authority of adults or the laws, rules, and social 

codes that were set in a given location such as schools (Walsh10). These behaviors can be quite 

depraved and do not adhere to the ethical code of communities. They range from the minor 

attempts to break rules such as skipping classes and setting pranks to the much bigger and 

serious attempts of stealing, underage drinking, doing drugs, and indulging in obscenity 

(Pink25). 

In Looking for Alaska, adolescent insurgency was explicitly depicted in the behaviors 

and actions of the characters. There are many examples such as the fact that Miles and his friends 

were smoking in their dorms and breaking the laws of their boarding school (Opper11). 

Moreover, they found themselves indulged in positions when they drank alcohol, in addition to 

the salacious acts that Miles, Alaska, Lara, and Chip were deliberately exposed too or actively 

partook in; like sharing a sexual experience in the dorm of their school against the school code or 

the time Alaska and Miles spent the day watching a pornographic movie (hunter 47). 

In fact, insurgency in Looking for Alaska can be better understood through 

psychoanalytical theories that correspond to each one of the main characters (Miles, Alaska, and 

Chip Martin). The first theory of adolescence is that of Piaget. For a long time ago people used 

to think that adolescents were just miniature versions of adults and that their collective cognitive 

abilities are plain and controlled by the changes of hormones (Opper 13). However, the Swiss 

scholar Piaget argues that adolescents have a different process of reasoning. He believes that 

teenagers are actively constructing their understanding of the world. They rationalize the 
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complex emotions that they did not experience in their childhood as they grow older or 

encounter surprising situations. Based on Piaget’s psychoanalytical theory, we may analyze and 

spot the adolescent insurgency in Miles’ character. 

 In Looking for Alaska, Miles grew through the course of one hundred thirty-six days before 

Alaska’s death and one hundred and thirty-six more after her death (Opper 16). Thus, Miles had 

grown significantly from a shy wallflower to more social young adult due to the surprising 

situations that he faced such as the death of his best friend and the emotional repercussions of 

such a tragedy.(Wardswarth 21). 

Additionally, Piaget believes that there are generally different stages for adolescents’ 

cognitive development. They  mostly influence the pre-knowledge they have about the world 

they were taught by parents, school, and the pop culture of the time which help them usually to 

express notions and feelings they have never been exposed to on a directly (Walsh 29). In 

Looking for Alaska, Miles seemed capable of empathizing with feelings and ideas he had not 

experienced personally such as feeling quite helpless in a hard situation. For example, when 

Alaska attempted to voice how she felt about the sudden death of her mother, Miles replied with 

“I understand your pain Alaska, you feel like your body is paralyzed and your brain had stopped” 

(Green 67). Miles was empathetic towards her experience. This ability was largely informed by 

the prolific biographical readings he did in which characters went through similar situations 

(Collins51). 

Moreover, this cognitive stage results in a notion of obscure uncertainty. This uncertainty 

leads the adolescent to rebellion and insurgency. According to Piaget, this pre- knowledge of 

things, rules, and nature of complex emotions give the adolescents no feeling of fulfillment 

(Wadsworth 31). In the novel, Miles was so desperate to experience the complex emotions and 

ideas he read about in autobiographies. The first act of insurgency was when Miles rebelled 

against his parents who wanted him to stay in Florida close to them. Miles opposed his parents 
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by harboring a desire to make friends and mature spiritually and mentally, seeking a great 

perhaps (Green 3-8). Other insurgent actions made by Miles include smoking in the dorms, which 

is against school code, drinking alcoholic beverages with his roommates, and trespassing as well 

as stealing from his dorm mates. (Green 64). As a matter of fact, Miles found much delight in 

being an insurgent teenager, for the challenges that insurgency represented to his calm hesitated 

nature (Bossidy & Charm 44). 

The last stage is that of cognitive maturity that is attacked with acts of insurgency 

(wadsworth 43). In simple words, rebelling and breaking the laws for a purpose. Those purposes 

are generally of a good intention, for instance, Miles broke all the laws in during the end of the 

year celebration. He brought a male stripper dancer to the school and made him dance in front of 

his faculty members and classmates (Opper 71). Even though, this act is an explicit challenge to 

the authority of adults and rebellious acts against ethics, norms, and the code of school, it was 

the purpose of uplifting the atmosphere of the school after Alaska’s death that encapsulates the 

concept of maturity (Wadsworth 53). 

In addition to Miles, the character of Chip Martin is one of the three main characters who 

display the concept of adolescent insurgency in Looking for Alaska. When it comes to 

insurgency in the novel, Chip was mainly the mentor and the source for all the brilliant ideas, for 

he was a most creative person when it comes to teenage rebellion (McRaney 12). Along with 

Miles, Alaska, and in a lesser degree Takumi and Lara, he was mostly the brain behind every 

action of rebellion. From smoking in school, drinking alcohol, setting pranks on the dean, and 

even sneaking out from school during classes. Always the first to suggest the violation of adults’ 

authority, Chip saw that rebelling is quite necessary to feed his curious suspicious teenage mind.  

In fact, the suitable psychoanalytical theory that adheres to Chip’s character and help to 

display his insurgency in the novel is Erikson's theory of psycho-social development (Scheck 11). 

His theory contained elements which one may use to illustrate many concepts in teen’s 
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behaviors including insurgency. Erikson believed that adolescence is a crucial phase of life in 

which adolescents encounter their different needs, ask new questions, and meet new people. All 

these new experiences influence teens’ behavior and learning. Erikson emphasized the terms 

“trust and mistrust” and their impact on teens. He considered such a term as very important to 

understand many situations and behaviors that are quite stigmatized with teenage phase such as 

insurgency (Scheck 24). Adolescents often ask themselves if they can trust the world and wonder 

if it's safe (Montgomery 44). 

They indulge in experiences out of curiosity and learn that if they can trust someone; they 

will be less skeptical towards him. This trust usually appears with difficulty. Some teenagers are 

more skeptical than others. To permit their feeling of mistrust vanish and to reinforce their sense 

of trust, teens usually demand from the other person who seeks their trust to submit to their 

desire of breaking certain rules or rebelling against the adults’ authority in a given space (Harris 

64). By doing so, the other person (who is generally just another team) proves that he is 

trustworthy and he is willing to endure the consequences for his actions (Harris 65). In Looking 

for Alaska the character of Chip fits perfectly into Ericson’s illustration of trust and mistrust. 

When he first met Miles, he was bouncing back from the incident of having one of his friends 

getting kicked off the school mysteriously. This made skeptical around Miles. Thus, in order for 

Chip to fully trust miles, he indulged in series of insurgent behaviors (Green 18). 

In Looking for Alaska, Chip was one of the main characters whose behaviors were an 

explicit illustration of how insurgent teens grow suspicious of many ideas that they embraced 

before and wonder about its purpose. In other words, they always look beyond the  Reasons 

of the value of decisions they make. Due to their nature, the best way to find this value is by 

insurgency.  

 

In order to find satisfying answers, teens generally find themselves in acts of rebellion, for 
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most of adult’s laws and codes do not permit them to discover themselves and construct self-

confidence and confidence in others for instance parents who want to protect their teenage 

children from deviation they do not let them absolutely free when it comes to discover their 

bodies or ideas believing that it may be dangerous and hard for them to handle. Thus, doubt is in 

the first place what leads teenagers construct this confidence (Haines 33). 

Insurgency in Looking for Alaska is present in another character of Alaska. Many readers 

believe that Alaska is the actual protagonist since the novel is centered on her life and death. 

Alaska appears in the novel as enthusiastic feminist, quite intelligent for her age and a good 

example of insurgency in the novel. Therefore, the most suitable theory for insurgency in her 

character is the attachment theory by john Bowlby. Bowlby’s theory attempts to explain how  ties 

of long and deep attachments that a given person experiences in his childhood would affect his 

adolescent and adult life later on. For Bowlby, children’s attachment behaviors evolved to 

maintain the certainty that they would always be protected by their caregivers (Salkind 17). 

Moreover, there are three attachment patterns that later would define the teen’s behavior: 

secure attachment, avoidant attachments, and resistant attachment (Salkind 21). Bowlby set this 

psychodynamic theory because he noticed that it was related to a given person’s cognitive and 

psychological development. Given the fact that teens are at constant development, this theory is 

the most suitable one to explain and illustrate their behaviors and actions especially actions that   

includes insurgency (Salkind 22). 

Bowlby saw that the most rebellious teens are teens that went through different 

experiences in their childhood, which generally take the form of an unpleasant ones that means 

maybe they were traumatized by a deep sadness of losing someone they love or they were 

assaulted. In the novel Looking for Alaska, it appears clearly how Alaska’s childhood 

affected her behaviors as an adolescent and was a main factor that let her become such an 

impulsive insurgent (Jones 24,54).  
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In fact, the absence of the sense of responsibility generally leads teenagers to 

commit all kind of misbehaviors. It also makes them falsely believe that they can get 

away with anything they do, any right they violate, or any moral code they break just 

because they are only teens and insurgency is the modern teenager’s fashionable 

elegant way to express him or herself (Christopher 23). This was exactly the case with 

the characters of the novel, especially Alaska. Giving her repulsive and adventurous 

nature, Alaska never appeared to consider her actions no matter how unethical they 

were. Alaska is a fine example in the novel that represents the lack of responsibility as 

an obnoxious result of adolescent insurgency. Amongst all the other characters, Alaska 

seemed to be the most rebellious teenager amongst them and the least responsible too.  

 

2. The Causes of Teenage Insurgency in Looking for Alaska: 

 

There are many causes of insurgency in Looking for Alaska. These causes seem to be 

related to the characters’ psychological and mental states.  

Before the tragic incident of Alaska’s passing. Teenage insurgency had become a 

convention while each character had its reasons for rebellion. However, those reasons were 

mostly related to their psychological state. Insurgency was rooted in the behavior of characters 

who appeared to be quite introverted and hesitant due such factors as social insecurity, 

skepticism, anxiety, distrust, shyness, loneliness, and the eager desire to leave one’s comfort 

zone (Feist 55). Furthermore, other main characters with different personalities such as Alaska 

and Chip who were quite sociable and extroverted had yet more reasons for insurgency like a 

deep frustration of a certain situation, suspicion and lack of faith in adults, childhood traumas, 

infatuation with historical figure’s achievements–case in point is Alaska’s admiration of Simon 
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Bolivar and Rabiaa El Adauia who both were rebellious feminists in their own ways 

(Murphy121). 

 Miles’ reason for joining his boarding school was attached to his curiosity and loneliness.  

A curiosity about the peculiar world of being an ordinary teenager and how different experiences 

would help him to shape his personality as an adult and a derive to be more sociable and make 

friends (Hsieh 39). However, once he met Chip Martin and Alaska who showed him the thrill of 

breaking the laws of school without being caught the reason of insurgence morphed into 

something different. The acts of insurgency that were Provoked by Miles in the novel were but a 

result for his thrill of rebelling on adults’ authority for the first time, for he was always an 

awkwardly introverted person (Collins 58). 

Furthermore, concerning Miles’s character and his infatuation with biographies, and giving 

the fact that adolescents are affected with the actions of their role models such as the famous 

scholar Jonathan Heidt confirmed, Miles was heavily influenced by many historical figures that 

he mentioned in the novel, whom they all had their share in breaking the laws, rebelling on the 

familiar norms, and engaging into activities of insurgency. To say that Miles wanted to 

assimilate them is not an over ration (Heidt 48-51). Miles highly believed that being the very 

possible version of himself meant that he at some point must accommodate and assimilate the 

adventures that his heroic figures had experienced. Thus, he saw in insurgency the best possible 

way to achieve this assimilation (Olson 68). 

In addition to the term of trust and mistrust, Erikson also emphasized the doubt and 

confidence that usually teenagers find in the behaviors of insurgency (Scheck 29). Adolescence 

is the phase when teens discover their bodies, which are at a constant change as well as their 

minds (Haines 27). It is a phase when some important questions usually loom on the horizon. 

 

In Looking for Alaska, Chip is always asking questions that reflect that he wonders about 
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the value of the laws and orders that exist in his school were of any value. Due to that, he found 

himself quite motivated and compelled to rebel against it. One incident that illustrates this is 

when he and Miles sneaked to the dean’s office and changed the menu of launch. It was Chip’s 

idea because he believed the only way in trusting adults’ decisions was by breaking them and 

observing the results to see if their decisions were of any value. Chip doubted the dean’s ability 

of understanding what the students’ desires were and in that case it was about the menu (Green 

38). Therefore, he saw in insurgency a solution to test his doubts. The result of Martin in 

changing the menu was quite catastrophic on the students, for most of them could not adjust 

Chip’s unhealthy menu compared to the Dean’s. As a result, Chip managed to construct a feeling 

of confidence in the dean’s decisions, which would never happened if he didn’t follow a path of 

insurgency in the first place. Insurgency here is fueled with a deep distrust and contempt towards 

the authority of adults (Cahalan 48). Moreover, Chip appears to suffer from a social confusion. 

He tells his friends that his confusion was because his father abandoned their family. Therefore, 

he felt responsible and forced himself to be an adult to cover for his father’ absence. In fact, 

many acts of rebellion for Chip are a result of this confusion just like the time Chip found 

himself spraying the walls of his neighbors that was illegal. Because he felt that his neighbor 

wanted to date his mom did this because he felt socially threatened (Harris 51). 

In addition to that, Chip’s unique character made him look to insurgency as a social 

experience. Due to his humble roots and the unstable financial statue that Chip made his 

appearance with in the novel, as well as, colliding with other wealthy students, Chip Martin had 

always expressed his desire to change his fate once he became an adult (Green 45). Moreover, 

Chip is one of the most intelligent characters in the novel, thus it is not odd to consider that 

Chip’s insurgent actions were a result for his thoughts to make more risks while he is a teen in 

order to gain a solid experience to embitter his life and understanding about life (Tracy 61). In 

fact, because of the lack of awareness as authors Willink and Babian had put it, teenagers have 
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overconfidence in their intelligence and they think that the best way to invest this intelligence is 

to put themselves in hard situations. Those hard situations usually accompany acts of insurgency 

(Willink& Babin 74). In the case of Chip, his overconfidence in his intelligence and fierce desire 

to measure his actions while in hard situation was a most significant reason for his acts of 

insurgency (Willink& Babin 76). 

Moreover, Chip looked upon the laws and the norms that his school had implemented, that 

all students must never break as a challenge. According to the scholar John Brooks, teenagers in 

general feel intimidated from absolute rules that cause a menace to their social freedom. Teens 

believe that rules which adults set to be respected in a non-negotiable way which cast teens away 

from deciding their fate are mind breaking and a form of social imprisonment and therefore 

should be defied. The best possible way for teens to make their voices heard is by indulging in 

acts of rebellion that set the way for them to break every possible rule that were put by adults. 

Hence, for Chip it was intimidation from adult’s rules and his desire for a form of social 

liberation that made him indulge in acts of insurgency. 

As for Alaska, her insurgency can be traced back to many reasons.  In the book, Alaska 

yelled at her history teacher, for sending Miles out because he was not paying attention. As 

rebellious as this act sounds one can easily understand why Alaska rebelled against her teacher if 

they knew she was a victim of such punishments as a child. This caused her a psychological 

problem she could never get over. Moreover, Alaska suddenly lost her mother when she was 

only six years old causing her a great deal of psychological trauma (Green 61). 

Alaska remained beside her mother’s body for a long time before her father came back from 

work. This incident had traumatic effects on her psyche and behavior. Even when she confessed 

to her friends she never seemed to recover. She told Miles that she blamed herself for not doing 

anything to try to save her at least. Alaska said “she was suffocating, but I didn’t do anything to 

help her until she was not breathing anymore” (Green 53). Additionally, Alaska had quite the 
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troubled relation with her father after her mother passed away. All those factors affected 

Alaska’s psychological state even though, she was denying it. Thus, she became insurgent. She 

defied every voice of authority because deep down, it reminded her of her father who always 

punished her for silly reasons and was very strict with her. She smoked in campus, drunk alcohol 

in school, indulged in a relationship with a guy in college while relationships were forbidden in 

her school, and she even broke into other girls’ rooms while they were absent and drunk the 

bottles of alcohol that they were hiding in the Bible (Green 83). 

Alaska was also very attached to her mother’s character which as she described she was a 

person who loved adventure, took risks, and did not believe in the rules that made the women 

look inferior to men. Hence, Alaska’s behaviors were based on this assumption that she had on 

her mother which encouraged teenage insurgency (Lieberman and Ogas 134). Alaska broke all 

the rules in the name of these assumptions costing her life, but in her lifetime she was very 

enthusiastic when it came to rebelling and breaking the rules. 

The second phase of the novel was marked by Alaska’s death. Acts of insurgency in the 

novel had many causes. Unlike before the death of Alaska, Miles and his friends sought 

insurgency to cope with Alaska’s sudden death. Miles and Chip’s consumption of cigarettes 

grew insatiable (Feist 61). Moreover, they took it upon themselves to investigate her death, 

which propelled them to skip school, drive a stolen car, and harass Alaska’s boyfriend for 

answers about her death (Green 174). 

 In addition to the psychological causes, we may also spot mental and cognitive causes for 

adolescent insurgency in Looking for Alaska. All three of the main characters are teenagers, that 

is to say they are minors who are yet to fully reach the development of their cognitive functions 

(Jaffe & Crook 37). Hence, they are incapable of thinking through the consequences of their 

rebellious behavior. Furthermore, some of the main characters are neuro divergent, suffering 

from mental illness. For instance, Alaska had borderlines personality disorder which is a mental 
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illness patterned with the instability of interpersonal relationship and self-image (Bell 24). It 

makes the person quite impulsive, which explains Alaska’s behaviors that were marked by 

insurgency all most in the whole novel (Amoruso 37). 

However, what appears to be quite upsetting about this point is the way that Alaska justifies 

her mistakes and irresponsibility driven by her rebellion with her false idea about teenage 

insurgency. Alaska thought of rebelling on adults’ laws and codes as a cool way to express 

herself. In the novel, Alaska convinced Miles to break into the rooms of their classmates while 

they are absent and fetching through their closets and personal things they left. Although, Miles 

hesitantly accepted, for he was so afraid to disappoint her even though he knew her idea was 

wrong and immoral. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The second chapter is an in depth analysis of the three main characters in John Green’s 

Looking for Alaska according to the famous psychoanalytical theories of Piaget, Erickson, and 

John Bowlby. With the aid of these theories, we could achieve a better understanding of            

adolescent insurgency in the novel and grasp how it is displayed through each  character 

Moreover, this chapter investigates the causes of adolescent insurgency in the novel emphasizing 

the main factor which is related to psychological and mental statue of the characters. 
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Chapter III 

 The Consequences of Teenage Insurgency in Looking for Alaska 

 

Introduction 

 

Unlike the second chapter, which examines the theme of insurgency in John Green’s 

Looking for Alaska, the second chapter is an attempt to investigate the reasons, which prompt the 

adolescent characters of the novel to react and rebel on every aspect of life, which might seem 

traditional and adult-related. The present chapter is set to analyze the novel in order to examine 

the impact of insurgency on the characters. In other words, the main focus of interest, in this 

chapter, is to explain both the positive and negative results of teenage insurgency. 

 

I. The Negative Impact of Teenage Insurgency on the Characters 

 

Adolescent insurgency may have quite distasteful effects on teens. John Green’s Looking 

for Alaska is one of the most successful novels in displaying the aftermath of teenage rebellion 

especially when it comes to the negative aspects. John Green left his remarkable touch in the 

novel by displaying the theme of adolescent insurgency carefully and displaying its impact on 

his novel’s teenage characters more carefully still (Martin 65). 

To begin with, through an analytical reading of the text, one may come to see how the most 

influential characters in the novel (Miles, Alaska, Chip, and in a less Takumi and Lara) and 

many other characters of the novel found themselves in the acts of what can be less described as 

vile deeds. In fact, those actions of insurgency that the main characters found themselves 
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engaged in had brought some heavy consequences upon the teenage characters at a time such as 

putting the characters in situations that threatened their lives and safety (Kahneman 28). 

Furthermore, things did not turn the way these teenage characters imagined them would have 

(Green 76). As a matter of fact, the situation became dangerous when Takumi decided to load so 

many fireworks by the window that it evolved into a tiny force. Luckily, the fire was shortly 

turned off, for the night guard noticed it; if the guard was not there, the dean would have 

probably had his life under threat and the possibility of him facing certain death (Green 56). 

Despite the seriousness of these situations, the teens never expressed their regret. In fact, 

both Alaska and Chip considered it a funny experience. One can arguably understand the lack of 

the sense of responsibility within these characters. Even for a wise character like Miles who 

seems to understand the dangers and the outcome of their failed adventure. He soon changed his 

mind when Alaska and Chip made him falsely think that they did not do anything wrong since 

there were no causalities (Coleman 26). Therefore, it is not a mistake to consider that insurgency 

reinforced the sense of irresponsibility within the main characters in this novel (Gladwell77). 

As a matter of fact, Alaska never seemed to be hesitated, nor she showed any signs of regret 

like Miles did. When Miles asked her why she does this? Why she is always rebellious, and 

whether she feels the seriousness of her acts or no? She replied with “We are doing this, because 

we are young and it is cool” (Green 74). As unconvincing as it sounds; this expression is but a 

proof that insurgency had a quite negative impact on Alaska, which was represented in 

reinforcing the sense of the lack of responsibility towards her misbehaviors and mal actions. In 

addition to reinforcing the sense of irresponsibility adolescent insurgency has other negative 

consequences such as moral devaluation      (Christopher 25). 

Since adolescents are in a crucial phase to construct the character which a given adolescent  

would become as an adult; it is quite serious and important for him or her to know how to put a 

difference between right and wrong, acknowledge their mistakes, and respect the laws  put by 
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adults. However, most teenagers find themselves struggling in this phase of their lives especially 

when most modern teenagers of nowadays grow up with the mistaken belief that they must 

recruit their insurgent nature to break laws, disrespect others, and commit all the immoral deeds 

(Hogshead 29). In the novel, the negative impact of the immoral deviance due to adolescent 

insurgency appears in many actions of the main characters (Saul 51). A fine best example is Chip 

Martin who seems to carry a misbelief about teenage insurgency. The latter appears to think that 

insurgency justifies his moral violations. Chip was the most character that seemed to be quite 

linked to the mode of aggressiveness. Chip assaulted his neighbor and behaved immorally more 

than once with his teachers and senior classmates (Berne 47). 

Moreover, he influenced both Miles and Takumi to imitate his immoral misbehaviors, which he 

would always justify as normal due his age. He once told Takumi “we are adolescents that what 

a teenager suppose to do! Drinking alcohol, smoking weed and getting laid should be our prime 

interest” (Green 37). This expression from Chip reveals his rebellious nature. However, it also 

reveals how his sense of insurgency is quite misled and based on false thoughts. Chip appears to 

have the assumption that as a teenager, one should break the rules, and violate all the moral codes 

just because he is an adolescent and it is what he is supposed to do (James 19). Yet, it is crystal 

clear that Chip’s assumptions are quite mistaken. In fact, those assumptions fed his sense of 

insurgency that led him to cause so many troubles for his mother and nearly getting him expelled 

from his school (Ariely 33). 

Another major negative consequence of adolescent insurgency in Looking for Alaska is the 

act of normalizing bullying where the main characters appear to care the less about this point 

despite the fact that it is a serious issue (Saul 53). In fact, the protagonist Miles was a victim of 

bullying himself. In the beginning of the book, he describes how his life in his previous high 

school was unpleasant because of bullying. Some of his classmates called him names such as 

chicken legs and the skinny one. In fact, bullying is the act of belittling and harming someone 
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verbally or even physically with the insistence of making them feel inferior (Heath 24). This act 

may bring some serious results especially if the target was a teen (Heath 29). Teens may fell fall 

in the danger of depression, frustration, and even suicidal thoughts. In the novel, the act of 

bullying seems to have a deep relationship with the characters’ insurgency (Saul 55). As a matter 

of fact, this relationship lies in the fact that bullying is a negative result for Miles and his friend’s 

sense of insurgency. 

Based on Chip’s slandering, Miles and Alaska found themselves bullying other classmates 

and even their teachers intentionally or even sometimes on purpose. Chip had a false idea that all 

the other rich kids are bad just because                                  he was mocked by three students when he first arrived to 

school. When Chip plotted once to cause some problems for them by preparing a prank for them; 

Miles asked him about his                             real purpose beyond causing all these troubles. Miles said “why 

would you put hot pepper in their shampoos and tooth pastes in their face crème? What is the 

point?” (Green 31). 

 

Chip replied, “they deserve no less than this” (Green 33). This expression reveals that Chip 

 Justifies his vile insurgent behaviors and his acts of bullying by attempting to normalize these 

misbehaviors. Moreover, He appears to be completely unaware of the dangers and the outcome 

of his deeds (Nussbaum 12-19). Miles asked him “but if we put the hot pepper in their shampoo, 

won’t they hurt their eyes…like real bad?”(Green 33). In the other hand, Chip replied in a 

careless tone “don’t mind them…they’ll survive!” (Green 33). This expression is but a proof that 

insurgency in Looking for Alaska does have some serious negative consequences and 

normalizing the act of bullying was one of them. In addition to these negative serious 

consequences, teenage insurgency may have other serious consequences on the teens such as 

leaving psychological scars and shaking the stability of their mental well-being. 

Given the fact that teenagers are sensitive due to the physical and psychological changes 
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their bodies are going through; adolescent insurgency may have a very negative impact on the 

teens. In the novel, many characters appeared to be suffering psychologically and mentally due to 

their insurgent actions which took wrong turns and the good example is Alaska who appeared 

seems to be the one who suffered the most (Saul 58). 

After a failed attempt of pranking her roommate; Alaska believed it was fun to hide in the 

closet in the middle of the night and scares her roommate. However, she did not know that her 

friend suffered from serious panic attacks (Green 47). The result of Alaska’s prank was quite 

serious on her roommate who nearly died out of fear. As a result, Alaska spent a long time 

suffocating and suffering psychologically in her mind where she linked this incident to her 

mother’s. She told Chip that she felt so afraid and useless at the same time and she was very 

frustrated because she made her roommate nearly dies while she helplessly watched her just like 

she helplessly watched her mother dying of a heart attack when she was a child. Even though, 

she acted cool around her friends at the same time, she always showed signs of regret and fear 

and sometimes she gave the notion that she is suffering from suicidal thoughts; if it was not for 

Chip and Miles who helped her to overcome this situation, Alaska would have probably suffered 

from self destruction. 

In fact, there are countless incidents and moments of adolescent insurgency within the 

novel that takes the form of negativity, for it carried with it much more harm for the teens 

characters’ well being than advantage good . Amongst those negative consequences is the role of 

adolescent insurgency in increasing both the sense of irresponsibility and the chances of 

destabilizing the main character’s mental and psychological well-being, in addition to divvying 

the moral codes based on false arguments. However, adolescent insurgency does not always 

leave negative impacts only; it appears that the sense of insurgency in the novel does also have 

positive consequences.  
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II. The Positive Impact of Teenage Insurgency and its Role in Shaping the 

Characters’ Personality:  

 

To begin with, in the novel there is a serious display from the characters that their rebellion 

is more than a pent-up angst or a simple desire to push back against adults’ decisions such as 

what Takumi described to Lara “we are doing all these pranks, sneaking up from our classes 

because we want them to hear us, and to see us…. we                                  want them to know we exist and have a 

saying decisions that matters us, too” (Green 54). 

One of the major positive effects of teenage insurgency is the enhancement of the sense of 

self-discovery within teenagers. At the beginning of the novel, the protagonist Miles explained to 

his father that he is eager to join his new boarding school and move from Florida to Alabama 

because he wants to really know who Miles Halter was throughout the novel, the expression of “I 

go to seek a great perhaps” kept on being repeated. This could be seen where John Green 

apparently meant that to grab the attention towards the fact that his characters are lost teenagers 

and their acts of rebellion generate from their great desire to know themselves and the truth 

behind their true desires in life, what they want from life, and their aspiration to seek great 

perhaps. 

In addition to that, the sense of insurgency made the characters earn the ability of speaking 

for themselves (Covey 77). The protagonist Miles is a significant example for this point. From the 

beginning of the book, the reader may come to notice and understand that Miles is quite anxious 

and frightened in many situations that he couldn’t form two words together and also would 

always find himself stuttering and stumbling in verbal mistakes due to his social anxiousness and 

fear of others. Miles feared that his mates or teachers would mock him and feared that his 

unpleasant experience in his former school that was not so pleasant would repeat itself. 
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However, after meeting his friend who had pushed him to be indulged in so many insurgent 

activities; Miles changed a lot to the better. By the end of the book, readers can clearly notice the 

difference and would agree that he learnt to speak up for himself (Covey 78). 

 

In the novel, there were two incidents that display this change quite clearly. The first one is 

when Miles was still a new student and one of his egoistic classmates had insulted him for no 

reason and Miles did not stand up for himself because he lacked self- confidence. The second 

one was when Miles stood up with Chip against some rich students who insulted Chip for being 

too poor and wearing the same sneaker for the whole year. Chip was very hurt and said nothing, 

but Miles stood up for him and called them spoiled cowards, for they never had to work to buy 

their own goods (Green 84). Thus, Miles who had never been able to stand up and speak up not 

for himself, nor for his friends succeeded to change himself due to the experience that he earned 

from his insurgent activities (Heath 37). 

Another positive impact is related to the point that adolescent insurgency can be a shield 

against psychological frustration and teenage depression (Rachels 47). The famous scholar Dr, 

Jordan Peterson believes that teenage emotions don’t do well while holding in captivity and the 

teen would later on turn into an unstable adult, or in extreme cases a psychopathic adult. In the 

novel, we come to know the many psychological problems that the main characters face such as 

from Miles who suffers from social anxiety and public fear to Alaska who suffers from deep 

sadness and frustration in addition to Chip who showed signs of depression concerning the way he 

speaks and his perspective on life (Peterson 74).However, through an analytical view towards the 

novel, one may come to notice the massive benefits that the characters gained from their 

insurgent behaviors (Rachels 51). 

Miles managed to overcome his social anxiety and he admitted that to Takumi by end of the 

book when he said “I don’t know if I achieved my purposes yet, but I am not afraid of the world 
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like I used to be before” (Green 91).  

As for Alaska who was suffering from emotional breakdowns and she would cry herself to 

bed sometimes; she opened up to her friends just a week before her death , for the adventures and 

pranks that she shared with them had helped her to overcome her frustrations (Pink 39). She told 

Miles “I used to blame myself for everything, what happened to my mother…and Mariah was 

devastating me. But all these adventures gave me strength to overcome this horrible feeling” 

(Green 64). 

The case of chip is quite unique. Despite the fact that he was the most intelligent amongst 

his friends and the ideas of pranks have been very often his ideas, readers can easily notice the 

lack of enthusiasm in his behavior and even hints that describe depression (Coleman 48). 

However at the end of the book, he admits to Miles that all of their adventures together no matter 

how rebellious they looked had made him reconsider his pessimistic view of life (Gladwell 51). 

In addition to that, John Green had successfully managed to foreshadow the impact of 

adolescent insurgency and the sense of leadership. For good explanation, we may consider the 

characters of Miles and Lara, giving the similarities of character they showed at the beginning of 

the novel. Miles and Lara appeared through the novel to be less sociable and more shy and 

discrete than the other characters. In fact, in many occasions when they expressed themselves, 

they both admitted to be quite introverted, socially anxious, and unable to fit in with any group 

of friends and quite hesitated when it comes to making decisions (Covey 79). However, as the 

events progress in the novel both characters take full action and ownership; they manage to 

overcome their social anxiety and fear (Harris 29). In fact, it appears that the sense of insurgency 

and the rebellious acts that they were a part of massively developed their mediocre character into 

a leader one. Hence, it is not a mistake to conclude that insurgency in the novel had a major 

positive effect on the characters who seemed to have tame and deemed personalities and more 

importantly contributed to make it                     evolve into leader one (Covey 81). 
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Furthermore, the Characters’ self-confidence had increased significantly due adolescent 

insurgency. The experiences they went through due to their teenage rebellious nature had 

boosted their self-confidence up and changed their hesitated attitude into a more comfortable and 

confident one.  

Unlike the other characters who lacked self-confidence and appear to face self-doubt in 

different forms, Alaska has been turbulent and confident from the beginning of the novel 

(Maclntyre 44).The acts of rebellion in the novel helped the characters to step up from their 

comfort zone, make many mistakes, and learn from them. In many times, Alaska, Miles, and 

Chip found themselves apologizing to a given adult after a rebellious act went a bit too far. This 

was helpful for them in building good ethics for their personalities which would signify them 

few years later as adults (Covey 23). They learnt a big deal about not taking everything 

personally and never letting negative emotions defy their day (Covey26). In an incident, Miles 

found himself recognizing the good changes that happened to him after he and Chip found 

themselves in an awkward situation apologizing to Mrs. Maureen, the responsible of the kitchen, 

when she caught them trying to steal some burritos for the fun. Miles told Chip “you know! If we 

never went through all of this adventure I’d probably cry myself to bed out of embarrassment, but 

I just feel so mature to feel sorry for what I did but never take it personally” (Green 36). In fact, 

there are many others positive effects of insurgency such as earning the significant power of 

standing for oneself, speaking their opinions up without fear or unnecessary anxiety, gaining 

self-confidence, reinforcing the sense of leadership, defying social intimidations, and using the 

acts of insurgency as a shield against social frustration and depression (Covey 28). 
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There is a solid relationship between the teenage personality and the acts of insurgency in 

John Green’s Looking for Alaska. Based on an analytical view, we may come to understand that 

the main characters Miles, Chip, and Alaska personalities had been formed and shaped due to 

their sense of insurgency.  

In the novel, we notice how Miles’ ultimate quest was only about finding his true identity, 

what person he will become, and what identity will define him when he grows up and becomes an 

adult. The author foreshadowed Miles’s desires by illustrating his deep infatuations with 

biographies and last words. Miles’s admiration with historical figures, their achievements, and 

their last words was a motivation for him to attempt and find his true identity, true self, and 

shaping his own independent personalities. When Alaska asked Miles about his grand affection 

with last words he simply answered “I like that those people were able to construct their 

personalities and find their quests in life due that” (Green 18). So, Miles understood that finding 

one’s quest in life is related to knowing who they are and shaping their personalities according to 

that. Miles also knew that insurgency is the key factor for a person at this age to actually find out 

more about himself and construct his personality which eventually help him to find his quest in 

life (Peterson 79). 

Moreover, Miles’s name was a brilliant gesture from the author as “Miles Halter” had  a 

very obvious significance, it may be looked upon from very different perspective; it is notably 

related to the point of constructing and forming his personality, finding his quest in life, and 

discovering his significant identity as an independent being. Miles was aware that personality 

formation would not occur by wishing, sitting or doing basically nothing. He also knew that not 

defying the norms and never actually dare to challenge them will never let him develop as a 

person. Thus, in addition to “I go to seek a great perhaps” (which he often had made as his 

motto), Miles had a deep admiration to historical figures that illustrated insurgency such as the 
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famous teenager Anne Frank who was famous for her diaries which is now a historical treasure. 

In her diaries, Anne reveals her emotions, her aspirations, and adventures. She appeared to have 

a rebel nature. This point ignited curiosity in Miles’ mind and led him to conclude that 

insurgency is but a helpful factor to discover his identity and construct his personality (Chellu 

112). When Takumi discussed the biography of Alexander the Great with Miles, for they were 

both very fond of him; Miles came to an important conclusion when he told Takumi “Alexander 

The Great would have probably never became great if he submitted to the desires of his father, 

mother, and misters. He only became great by rebelling on the norms they attempted to constraint 

him to” (Green 48). 

In addition to that, through the novel we see how the sense of insurgency interchangeably 

helps the main characters and especially Miles in forming his personality. It was the rebellious 

acts that led him to know things about himself, people’s nature, and many other things that he 

probably would never known if he had never stepped out and remained faithful to all the rules 

and norms. Miles’s personality had developed from a quite fearful, unconfident, and lost into a 

reliable, mature, and a competent one. What stands as a key proof for this point is the admitting 

of the adult characters by the end of the novel that Miles had changed to the best thanks to the 

sudden death of his friend and first love interest Alaska young and the results that her surprising 

accident had on him and his personality (Chellu 113). Miles was devastated because of her death, 

but the experience he gained through his rebellious acts had sharpened him into a much stronger 

person. Instead of grieving and moaning for her death for too long, Miles took upon his shoulder 

the responsibility of finding out how she died exactly, for he was not quite sure it was an 

accident. In fact, it was insurgency that fed his peculiar desire to reveal the causes of her death. 

He did not submit to the adults’ opinions, nor did accept to settle on their opinion without a solid 

proof that his friend’s death was actually a sad casualty if a fatal car accident. Miles decided to 

stand up and rebel on that. With the help of Chip, they broke so many rules in order to find the 
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truth. They left the school at night, which is against rules and drove                        to Jake who was Alaska’s 

boyfriend to ask him questions (Green 84). 

In addition to that, Miles wanted to pay Alaska a tribute by the prom day. For when it comes 

to teenage insurgency, Alaska was one of the most teenagers that represented this act. Thus, he 

wanted to make a very large prank that includes by all means breaking so many norms and rules 

of the school. The prank was set on making a stripper dancer got into the stage in front of the 

whole school; pretending that he was a doctor and came for a speech and then Miles and his 

friends would queue music and he will start dancing as a clown. The incident was quite an 

accurate description for what a teenage rebellion is; however, it significantly displayed the major 

impact of insurgency on Miles’s personality. After that, Miles had become more confident and 

mature enough to defy laws for the sake of good purposes such as paying a well-done tribute for 

his friend (Silvey 58). 

In addition to Miles, Alaska young, and arguably the other protagonist of the novel is one of the 

most significant characters that emphasized the solid and interchangeable relationship between 

personality formation and the sense of adolescent insurgency. Giving the fact that she was unlike 

Miles quite extroverted, Alaska’s main challenge was dealing with her complex and burried 

emotions that appeared to disturb her along the novel until her last days; when she appeared to 

reconcile with herself thanks to the sense of insurgency. As peculiar as it sounds, indeed the 

sense of insurgency had helped Alaska a great deal in forming a true solid mature personality; 

unlike the fake strong carless character that she adopted by the beginning of the novel, which 

was obviously just pretending. She told Miles “going through all this rebellious adventures with 

you guys made me realize who truly I was. And I am definitely not that person I was pretending 

to be” (Green 64). 

Furthermore, Alaska suffered psychologically for a quite long time for she was lost. The 

expression that Alaska kept on repeating in the novel was taken from Gabriel Garcia Marquez’ . 
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  The General in his Labyrinth which was ironically a biography too about Simon Bolivar. 

The expression was “how do I ever get out of this labyrinth”. In fact, we may consider this as a 

metaphor for Alaska troublesome state of mind; however, one must note that the word labyrinth 

itself is one of the novel’s enduring mysteries. Yet, as Alaska revealed; she thought of the 

labyrinth as “ suffering”, she told Miles “It is not life or death, the labyrinth”, and when Miles 

showed his exclamation, Alaska explained to him that misdoing something in life would bring 

misdeeds happening to you in your life. It was the pain that Bolivar meant, not living, nor dying, 

yet the suffering from pain. Hence, she would always wonder how she would get out of the 

labyrinth in an explicit attempt that she was projecting Bolivar and she was lost just like him and 

in a deep emotional pain (Silivey 59). However, she managed to make all these suffering vanish 

away and it was the sense of insurgency that led her to her triumph. Her rebellion against the 

norms and rules led her to have many fruitful adventures that obtained her experience and the 

ability to truly know herself, the entourage that she was living in and the nature of the people 

around her. It was insurgency that led her to stand in an honest position and face herself, quite 

pretending to be someone she is not, and finally shaping her true unique personality (Peterson 

81). 
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Conclusion 

 

Indeed insurgency and the formation of teenage personality had a deep relationship with the 

sense of adolescent insurgency in the novel. For, the sense of insurgency nourishes the character’s 

desires to know themselves, find their identity and quest in life, and provide them with essential 

experiences that lead them to shape their personalities despite the fact that each given adolescent 

have a unique personality (As an example Miles and Alaska are quite different in terms of 

personality). For, the type of personality leads the character to rebel in a different way, form, and 

mode for an ultimate purpose, which appears to be finding the real identity and the true self and 

the quest in this life. 
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                                  General Conclusion 

 

 

The American influential novelist John Green set one of the most crucial concepts and 

themes that no given young adult novel would examine as good as he did. His work is a young 

adult genre critique as it gives a radically different view than traditional young adults novels. 

Through his reevaluation of the genre, Green was able to make the reader question about the 

exact nature of adolescents and  the hardships that they endure while finding their ways to 

become adults among  the most influential concepts that teens seem to be quite related to during 

this epoch is adolescence insurgency. Through an analytical examinations and depending on 

many psychoanalytical theories, John Green’s novel Looking For Alaska is able to transcend its 

simple yet, elegant pages and moves from being a case study about adolescence insurgency into a 

commentary on teenagers in general by examining the characters that expressed insurgency and 

rebellion in their behavior which can be seen as a true reflection of human’s inner conditions.   

Psychoanalytical theories had always been a key factor to understand the inner statue of the 

characters and understanding why they act the way they act and why they make decisions that 

sometimes appear to be illogical or obscure.   
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